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What are the differences between two pictures of a little dancing girl? (Look closely at the heads

and feet.) These and 26 other entertaining puzzles offer youngsters simple challenges as they

identify contrasts in each picture puzzle.
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I'd buy it, again. I think I will.By the way, I did not pay a sourcing fee. I paid a buck-and-a-half and

got free shipping with  Prime. Now, I see this is on the 4-for-3 promotion, so I may pick out a few

more like this and get another stash for the kids.About the book...Yes, it's tiny. It's less than 6 inches

high. (Get out your ruler.) Each 2-page spread is a double, with differences. You know what I mean.

(It's a "spot the difference" book!)I bought this little book about a year ago, when my boys were 5.

They sat and spotted all or most of the differences in a sitting or two. Since then, this book has been

with the coloring books. Every now & then, someone colors a page. They like it a lot.This would be a

nice one to put in your purse along with a small box of crayons. It's nice to have something small

like this handy for when time needs to be passed in a waiting room or at a restaurant.I do definitely

recommend this. The pictures are very appealing to the kids and they loved it.

I bought this book (in among 100 other items ;-) to keep my 4 year old son entertained for 9 hour



plane ride. We we happy with the book, my son loves spot the differences and this was not too easy

for him.It has 27 picture pairs and solutions in the end. Then you can color pictures too. The size of

the book is 4" x 6"

I had purchased this for my daughter to take on a trip to keep her busy at the airport and on the

plane. When I received this book, I was disappointed with the size -- it is extremely small. In other

words, this is a "pocket book", and was extremely difficult for my daughter to handle. You would

think that a smaller book would be easier for a child to handle, but we actually needed a book that

could be opened and placed on a table or tray so she could work on it herself. It was hard for her to

keep the book opened and complete the exercises.The exercises themselves are quite simple, and

I would place the age range on this at "3 to 4". Regardless of age, however, don't expect this book

to last long as it is not very long, and the entire book can probably be completed in two or three

sittings by most children, depending on age.My daughter lost interest in this fairly quickly, so I don't

feel it was a wise purchase.

Please look at the dimensions of the book prior to ordering so you will not be disappointed. I did not

have this issue because I knew the size; however, I could see some overlooking that and being

angry once received. The book is a great size that won't take up a lot of space. Perfect for waiting in

line for something, car ride, or sitting at a restaurant. The pictures are not colored in so younger

children may not become as engaged with it. The small pages result in the book taking some effort

initially to hold open completely but with a few uses this is not so much of a problem. Overall, it is a

great find for those waits where kids become restless and for the price you can't really complain.

We really like the contents of this book, but it's small and does not stay open (I thought it would after

several openings). That's quite cumbersome for my son, because he needs to hold it open all the

time with one hand. So overall nice book, but will go with something bigger and mroe convenient

next time.

The books arrived promptly and in good order. Remember that these are little books and not

necessarily for little children. The books are paperback but they are only 4.25" wide and 5.75" high.

They are nice for children who are older than 6 or 7 but, in my opinion, they are way too small for

children that are any younger than that. These books were perfect for my needs as my 6 year old

grandson is taking a long trip by train (with his parents of course) but he gets bored easily so these



little books should keep his mind active and he loves to solve math problems and picture puzzles. I

would recommend but remember that these are very small books.

I bought this book after figuring out that my son likes 'spot the difference' type challenges. He likes

solving the ones that come with the kids magazine we subscribed. I thought this will be equally fun

too but I am a little disappointed so far. Like everyone else said, it is a pocket size book.Children at

the age of three like my son, may find the pictures a little small for spotting the differences, but the

main think I complain about is not its size. I think I am the first reviewer to point out this but the

pictures are Black and white, no color at all. Imagine a small book with colorless pictures and you

are comparing two of them, would you be entertained.. I would not, neither did my son.But in the

end this is a less than $1.80 purchase including the prime shipping. So I think I can not complain

much. I am sure he will like it better in a year or so and until then we will need to find better ones to

keep him engaged...

This book is in black and white and it's SMALL - about the size of an adult hand - finger tip to palm. I

intended to use this for a road trip, but not sure given its size my kiddos will even want to do it

without straining . 57 pages of activity and the remaining pages are the answer key.
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